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Holt's algorithm obtains a p-step central series and a power commutator p esentation for a p- 
gro~ap given by permutations that initially form a subnormal series, The permutations also 
contain a saong generating set for each group in the series. A proof of the algoritltrn, based on 
assertions, is presented. 
1. Introduction 
Several powerful algorithms have been developed by Felsch and NeubiJser(1979) and Laue, 
Neubiiser, and Schoenwaelder(1984) to investigate the structure of a p-group. These 
algorithms utilise an effective representation for a p-group, namely a power-commutator. 
presentation (pep) based on a p-step central series, One common method of obtaining a p- 
group is as a Sylow subgroup of a permutation group. An algorithm of Butler and 
Cannon(1979) determines not only a base and strong generating set for the Sylow subgroup 
but also chooses a strong generating set that gives a subnormal series. The aim of Holt's 
algorithm is to obtain a p-step central series (and hence a pcp) for p-groups represented as a 
permutation group with such a base and strong generating set. 
Holt(I984) developed the algorithm, but only described it briefly. The algorithm and a 
detailed proof are presented here. The corresponding implementation forms part of the Cayley 
system. The way we choose to look at the algorithm is as a conversion from a subnormal 
series to a p-step central series. Viewed in this way it is not too difficult to prove correct, We 
present this conversion process and its proof first. The complete algorithm must also preserve 
a strong generating set for each group in the series, in order for the steps of the conversion 
process to be effectively computable. This is done by noting the conditions under which the 
conversion process violates the strong generating set and in those circumstances replacing a 
generator by a more appropriate element of the same group. The groups in the series are not 
changed by the replacement, just the choice of generators. The proof that the strong generating 
sets are preserved is more difficult, so we treat it separately from the conversion process. 
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We assume the reader is familiar with both group theory and the theory of permutation 
groups as needed for computational purposes. The relevant material can be found in 
Butler(1982,1983), Butler and Cannon(1982), Hoffman(1982), Leon(1980), Macdonald(1968) 
and Wielandt(1964). The algorithms are presented using the control statements of Pascal with 
indentation i dicating the range of a control statement. Comments are enclosed in braces { }. 
They indicate assertions about he values of variables at certain states of the execution of an 
algorithm. 
2. Converting to a p-step Central Series 
2.1 NOTATION 
Our notation assumes the existence of a p-group G with a sequence of elements 
g(1), g(2) ..... g(n) of G where g(i)~ <g(I ) ,  g(2), ' . .  g ( i -1)>.  We denote the group 
< g (1), g (2) . '  9 g (i) > by G (i), so there is a chain of subgroups 
identity < G(1) < G(2) --. < G(i). 
There are several predicates that arise in the algorithms and their proofs. We list them 
here. 
SN(i): the chain of subgroups identity ,~ G(1),~ G(2) . . ,  ~t G (i) forms a subnormal 
series. 
p(i): the chain of subgroups identity < G(1) < G(2) . "  < G(i) is p-step. That is, 
I G (j) : G ( j - l )  I = p, for all j _< i. 
Z(i): the chain of subgroups identity 4 G (1) ~ G(2) . ." .~ G(i) is a central series. That 
is, G(j)~tG(i) and G(i+!1 < Z( ~ ), for all j < i. 
cO) GO') 
Z(i,j): the chain of subgroups identity ,~ G(1) <t G(2) . "  ,~ G (i) is a subnormal series 
and G(i) centralizes G(k+l) modulo G(k), for all k < j. That is, [g,h] e G(k), for all 
g E G(i) and h e G (k+l). Note thatj ~ i. 
Some consequences of these definitions are that Z(i) implies Z(i,j) for all j < i, and Z(i) it 
and only if Z(i,i). Since 'all the groups of orderp 2 are abelian, p(2) implies Z(2), and Z(i, i-2) 
implies Z(i). 
If SN(i) and p(i), then each element g of G (i) can be uniquely written in the form 
g = g (i)~(Og (i-1) e(i-1) 9 ." g (1) e(1), 0 < a(.]) < p. This form is called the normed word of g. 
During the execution of the algorithm, the sequence of elements g (1), g (2), 9 .. changes. 
If we wish to emphasis a value of the sequence other than the current value, we will use a bar, 
viz g(1), g(2), . . . ,  on the sequence, groups, and predicates. 
2.2 ALGORITHM 
Given a sequence of elements ~(1), g(2) ..... ~(n)_ that form a subnormal series of a p- 
group G of order pr~, identity ,~ G(1) ~ G(2) ' .  ' ,~ G(n) = G return a sequence of elements 
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g (1), g (2) ..... g (m) that form a p-step central series of O. 
The algorithm obtains a p-step subnormal series by inserting powers of g(/) between 
g(i -1) and g(i), if necessary. To obtain a central series, the algorithm loops over i and j 
verifying Z(i,j). By induction, we can assume Z(i-1) and Z(i,j-1). The missing piece of 
information eeded to conclude Z(i,j) is whether g (i) centralizes g (j) modulo G 0"-1). That 
is, whether the commutator [gO'),g(i)] is in G(j-1).  If the commutator is not, then we insert 
the commutator between g0"- l )  and g (j), deleting the now redundant generator g(k), for 
some k. Eventually, some commutator [g(j),g(i),g(i),g(i),..'] will lie in GO' - l )  thus 
verifying Z(i,j). 
Recall that groups of order p2 are abelian, so that g (i) always centralizes g (i-1) modulo 
G (/-2) in a p-step subnormal series. 
Algorithm 1 : Form a p-step central series 
Input : a sequence of elements g (1),g (2) ..... g (n) forming 
a subnormal series of a p-group G; 
Output : a sequence of elements g(1),g (2) . . . . .  g (m) forming a 
p-step central series of G; 
begin 
{SN(n)} 
add in powers of elements to obtain a p-step series; 
{SN(m) A p(m) A Z(2)] 
for i := 3 to m do 
{SN(m) A p(m) A Z(i--1)} 
for j := 1 to i-2 do 
{SN(m) A p(m) A Z(i-1) A Z(i,j-1)} 
while not [g (]),g (i)] e G ( j - l )  do 
{[g (j),g (i)] ~ G ( j - l )  A [g (j),g (i)]e ~ G 0'-1) A SN(m) A p(m) A Z( i -1)  A Z(i, j-1)} 
insert( [g (j),g (i)], j ); 
{SN(m) A p(m) A Z(i-1) A Z(i,j-1)} 
{SN(m) ^  p(m) ^  Z(i-1)  ^  Z(i,j)} 
{SN(m) A p(m) A Z(i)} 
{Z(m) A p(m)} 
end. 
procedure insert( g = g (i-l)e("-l}g (i-2) e{i-2} "'" g (1) e(1}, j ); 
begin 
{g ~ G ( i - l )  A g d G ( j - l )  A g~' e G ( j - l )  A SN(m) A p(m) A Z(i-1) A Z(i,j-1) } 
let k be the highest integer such that e(k) ~ 0; 
{k > j} 
delete g (k); insert g between g ( j - l )  and g (J'); 
{SN(m) A p(m) A Z(i-1) A Z(i,j-1)} 
end; 
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2.3 PROOF OF PROGRAM CORRECTNESS 
The difficult part of the proof is verifying the pre- and post-conditions for the procedure 
insert, and the termination of the while loop. We begin by stating a well-known fact. 
Lemma 1 : SN(i)Ap(i) implies for all g e G(i) there is a unique expression 
g = g (i)~(Og (i-1) ~(~-D ' 9 9 g (1) EO), 0 < e(]) < p. [] 
Lemma 2 : The pre-conditions of insert are satisfied when it is called. 
Proof 
The conditions not involving the argument g are obviously satisfied. Let g = [g (j), g (i)] 
be the argument for the call to insert. Since G ( i - I )  is normal in G (i), and g (j) E G ( i - l ) ,  
then the commutator is in G( i - I ) .  Hence, g e G( i - I ) .  Clearly g ~ G( j - I ) .  Let 
h =g(j)8(o. Then g =g(j) - lh and h e G( i - I ) ,  The commutator [h, g(j)] e G( J - I ) ,  by 
Z(i-1). Hence, 
gV = (g (j)-t hy~ = g (j)-Ph p modulo G ( j - l ) .  
= h p modrlo G ( j - l ) ,  by p(m) 
= (g (j)p)g(1) modulo G ( j - l )  
e G (j_l)g(1), by p(m) 
= 6 ( j - l ) ,  by Z( i , j -1 ) .  [1 
Lemma 3 : The post-conditions of the procedure insert are satisfied when it is called and has 
executed. 
Proof 
Let the bar notation signify generators and groups at the start of the procedure. Note that 
the groups G (1), G (2) ..... G ( j - l )  and G (i), G (i+1) ..... G (m) do not change. 
Let g = [~(/'), g(i)] be the argument. We will treat he conditions one at a time. 
SN(m) : The condition Z(i-1) shows that G(i-1) normalizes G(j-1).  Hence, g normalizes 
G(J-I). Hence, G (j) = <G(j-1),  g> has G ( j - l )  as a normal subgroup. 
For j < l < i - l ,  [g, g(/)] ~ G(/-1), by Z(i-1). Therefore, g(l) normalizes <G(/-1), g>. 
That is, g (l+1) normalizes G (/). 
p(m) : Since ~(/)P ~ G(/-1), ~(/)P e < G(/-1), g >. That is, g(l) p e G(/),for l , j .  For l=j ,  
the pre-condition gives g Q.)v e G 0'-1) = G ( j - l ) .  The redundant generator g(k) is deleted, so 
each step has index exacdy p. 
Z(i-1) : Let h = ~(j)~(i), so that g = ~(j)-i h. By Z(i-1), g(j) is central in G(i-1)/G (]-1). 
Therefore h is also central in G(i-1)/G Q-I) .  For l > j, and l < r < i - l ,  
[g(r), g(/)] ~ G(/-1) < <G(/-1), g> = G(I). 
It remains to check that g(r), j _< r _< i - l ,  centralizes g modulo G ( j - l ) .  
[g, g(r)] = g-1 ~(r) -1 gg(r) 
= h -a -I h (r) 
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= h- lg(r)  -1 h-g(r) modulo G Q'-I), by Z(i-1) 
= identity modulo G (/-1), since h is central in G(i-1)/G ( j- l) .  
Z( i , j -1 )  : Since the groups involved have not changed, this condition holds. [] 
Lemma 4 : The while loop terminates after at most i-j-1 iterations. 
Proof 
At the l-th iteration the while loop considers the commutator [g(j), g(i), g(i) ..... g(i)], 
where there are l instances of g(i). Since ~ has order p i-J+~ its nilpotency class is at 
G ( j - l )  
most i-j. Hence the largest possible value of l without giving the identity modulo G ( j - l )  is i- 
j-1. Hence the loop iterates at most i-j-1 times. [] 
Therefore, the algorithm is correct, and involves at most O(rn 3) calls to the procedure 
insert. 
3. Preserving a Strong Generating Set 
3.1 NOTATION 
We now need to be aware of the action of the group on a set of points f2. Elements act on 
the right, so a g is the image of a E f2 under g e G. The orbit of a is a ~ = {o: : g ~ G} and 
the stabilizer of a is Ga={ge G:ctg=a}.  A base of the group G is a sequence 
[J31,132 . . . . .  ~k] of points such that only the identity fixes each point of the base. Associated 
with a base is a chain of stabilizers G=GC1)>_GC~)>_ . ' .  >GCk+l)=identity where 
G C~) = G~. ~ ..... ~_~. A strong generating set of G relative to the base is a set of elements of 
G that contains agenerating set for each stabilizer in the chain. 
A base and strong generating set enables us to test membership in a group, and in this case 
will enable us to determine normed words if the following predicate holds: 
STG(i) : { g (1), g (2) ..... g (i) } is a strong generating set (relative to the base of G) of 
the group G (i) in the subnormal series. 
Let STG denote the predicate where STG(i) holds for all values of i. 
Let fix(g) be the largest integer such that g fixes [31, ~2 . . . . .  [3:xCg)-l. Let A(i,j) = ~Ci)O~. 
3.2 ALGORITHM 
The procedure insert is the only part of the previous algorithm that must be altered to 
preserve a strong generating set. The series of groups produced is the same as the previous 
version of insert. Hence, the normality, centralizing and p-step conditions are still satisfied. 
Only the choice of generators for the groups is different, in order to retain a strong generating 
set. Essentially, the element is inserted by bubbling it down into the correct position. Each 
bubble restores the strong generating property if it is violated. It is only necessary to bubble 
into positions that occur (non-trivially) in the normed word of the element. We present the 
modified procedure below, noting only the predicates relevant to the strong enerating set. 
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Algorithm 2 : Refinement of insert procedure 
procedure insert( g = g (i-1)~i-1)g (i-2) e(i-2) . . ,  g (1) E0), j ); 
begin 
{ bar-notation refers to generators at this point } 
{ STG } 
let top be the highest integer where e(top) r 0; 
{by powering  if necessary, we can assume (top) = 1 } 
k := top; 
for l :-- top-1 downto j do 
{STG and g (k)='g(i-1)e(i-1)g(i-2) e( i -2 )  " ' '  g(l+l) e(t+l~ } 
if e(l) * 0 then 
insert_and_preserve( g (k)g (/)e(0 l ); 
k := l; 
{ STG } 
if k * j then 
move g (k) from its present position to between g(/'-1) and g (]); 
{ STG } 
end; 
procedure insertand_preserve( g =g (k)g (/)e(0, l ); 
begin 
{ bar-notation refers to generators at this point } 
delete g (k); 
insert g between g (/-1) and g (l); 
if fix(g(k) ) > fix(g(l) ) then 
g (t+a) := ~(k); 
end; 
3.3 PROOF OF CORRECTNESS 
We have to prove that the procedures leave the strong generating predicate STG invariant. 
The next two results characterise the elements that extend a strong generating set of G (i-1) to 
a strong generating set of G (i) in terms of the basic orbits of G ( i - l ) .  
13~xtg (0) ~ A(i-l,f ix (g (i))) Lemma 5 : STG(i) implies (i 
Proof 
If ~}(i~g (1)) ~ A(i-l,fix (g (i))) then g (i) is redundant in the strong generating set, contrary 
to g (i) q G (i-1). [] 
Lemma 6 : STG(i-1)  ^  g normalizes G ( i - l )  ^ gP ~ G ( i - l )  ^ g ~! G ( i - l )  
^ [5~(g Iet A(i- l , f ix(g)) implies { g(1), g(2) ..... g(i-1), g } is a strong generating set of 
< G(i-1), g > 
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Proof 
Since g normalizes G (i-1) q'~g)), g permutes its orbits. Since gP E G (i-1) ^  g ~ G (/-1), 
g fuses precisely p orbits of G (i-1) ~'(~)) into ~(i-l,fix(g)). So the product of the basic orbits 
lengths is p IG (i-1)1 = I< G (i-1), g >1. Therefore, { g (1), g (2) . . . . .  g (i-1), g } is a strong 
generating set of < G ( i - l ) ,  g >. [] 
Next we characterise the level in the stabilizer chain to which an element g belongs. Recall 
that this level is denoted fix(g). 
Lemma 7 : STG implies for k > l, fix (g (k )g (l) ) = min ( fix (g (k ) ), fix (g (l) ) ) 
Proof 
Clearly fix( g (k )g (l) ) > rain (fix (g (k ) ), fix (g (1) ). 
Suppose that fix( g (l)) < fix( g (k)). Then g (k) fixes 13f=Cg (0), and g (l) moves it. Therefore 
g (k)g (1) moves 13~( 8(I)) and fix( g (k)g (l)) --- fix( g (/)) -" min( fix(g (k)), fix(g (l))). 
Suppose that fix( g (l)) > fix ( g (k)). Then g (k) moves ~ls~x(g (k~) out of A(k-1, fix (g (k))), 
by lemma 1. Since I < k, A(l,fix (g (k))) _c A(k-1 ,fix (g (k))), so g (/) cannot move 13~ktg (k)) back 
into A(k- 1,fix (g (k))). Therefore, g (k)g (1) moves ~ ~ ~k)) and 
fix (g (k )g (l)) = fix (g (k )) = rain ( fix (g (k)), fix (g (l))). [] 
Corollary 8 : STG^k > l^f ix(g( l))>fix(g(k))  implies g(k)g(1)moves I]fi~(sCk)) out of 
A(k- l  ,fix (g (k))). D 
The next lemma is vital. It tells us what happens with respect o the orbits of the groups 
when generators are interchanged in the series. 
Lemma 9 : If~ g is outside 13 G, 13 h is outside ~.,o.s>, g ~ <G,h>, gt, ~ G andg normalizes G, 
h p ~ <G,g > and h normalizes <G,g >, then ~8 is outside [3 <u,h~ . 
Proof 
The orbit 13 <~ is the union ofp  orbits of G each of size I~ c I and ~.~a.g.h:, is the union 
of p orbits of <G,g> each of size I~<~'g>l. Hence I~<G,g.h:'l=pZl~Gl and 
I<G,g,h >1 =p21G 1. Therefore, GI3 = <G,g,h >~, 
Suppose that 138 E [3 <~ Then there is a power n ~ of h such that 13 gh' e 13 ~. This implies 
that g~ G because G~ = <G,g,h >13, contrary to g r <G,h>. [] 
The properties of g (l)~(O, 0 < e(l) < p, are the same modulo G (/-1) as those of g (/), so the 
main theorem is as follows. 
Theorem 10 : The procedure insertand_.preserve leaves the predicate STG invariant. 
Proof 
Let g = g (k)g (l). Then gP e G (/-1), by Z(i-1). Furthermore, the procedure does not 
change the groups G (k), G (k+l) ..... G (m), so lemma 3 will imply that STG is invariant once 
we have shown that STG(1), STG(2) ..... STG(k) are invariant. Furthermore, the relevant 
generators g(1),g(2) ..... g(l-1) do not change, so STG(1), STG(2) ..... STG(/-1) are 
invariant. 
There are two cases to consider. 
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(i) fix (g(k)) < fix (g(/)). By Z(i-1), g normalizes G(/-1). We know that gee  G(/-1), 
g ~ G(I-1) and ~(~)  is outside of A(k-l,fix(g)), by corollary 8, and therefore out of 
A(l-l,fix (g)). Hence, lemma 6 proves that {g (1), g (2) . . . . .  g (l-l), g} is a strong generating 
1 
set of <G (/-1),g>. Hence, ~1 STG(b). 
Consider r = l+1, l+2 . . . . .  k. Then g(r)=g(r-1). If fix(g(r))~fix(g) then 
~(r-2,fvc(g (r))) is unaltered by the addition of g to G(r-2) and so lemma 6 still applies and 
proves STG(r). If fix(g(r)) = fix(g) and ~,=(r~s ) is not in the orbit of ~f=(s) under 
<G(r-2) ~) ) ,  g>, that is, 13~) is outside A(r-l,fix(g)), then lemma 6 again proves 
STG(r). 
So we are required to prove that [3gr~(~) is not in the orbit of [3~(8 ) under 
<G(r-2) ~(g)), g> when fix(g (r)) = fix(g). But this is just lemma 9. 
(ii) fix (g(/)) < fix (g(k)). 
Thus g (/+1) = g(k). (Note that if g (/+1) was g(1) then fix(g) = fix(g (/+1)) and 13~,~r would 
(t+i) be ~(g) ,  which is not outside A(l,fix (g)).) 
= - (k  However, fix(g(k))r and so A(/,fix (_g (/+l))) A(l-l,fix(g(k))). Since [3~,~(k) ) is 
- -  (/+1 outside A(k-l,fix(g(k))), it is also outside A(/-1,fix(g(k))). Hence [~x(g//+t)) is outside 
A(l-l,fix (g (/+1))) and, by lemma 6, STG(I+I). 
Also, since ~}~(g) =[3}~(~g), the orbit A(l,fix (g)) equals the orbit A(l,fix (g)). Hence, for r > 
l+l, if fix(g (r)) = fix(g) then [~}~(xr~g) is still outside A(r-l,f ix (g)). 
For r > l+l, if fix(g (r)) = fix(g(k)) = fix(g (l+1)) then lemma 9 shows that [3}~(~(#) is 
outside A(r-1 ,fix (g(k))). [] 
Theorem 11 : The procedure insert leaves the predicate STG invariant. 
Proof 
It remains to consider the (possible) last step in the procedure where g (k) is moved 
between gQ'-I) and g (j). But none of the generators skipped by this move are involved in 
g (k) or the original element g. The same argument as used in theorem 10 for the levels/+1, 
l+2 ..... k proves the result. [] 
Derek Holt and a referee have pointed out a few minor errors in previous drafts. The referee's 
suggestions have lead to a much neater presentation fsection 3. I would like to thank them both. 
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